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Development of Motion Control User
Interface for XY Table
T. Zahari1, R. Nur Aidawaty 2, A. Shariman2, A.R. Muhammad Arfauz2

Abstract - An XY table is an equipment which is widely used in
industry for automation application. Examples of its application
include CNC machining, laser welding, milling and etc. An XY
table is controlled by a motion control system consists of the
control of software and hardware such as a PLC. In this study an
XY table is used to position the focus head to automate the
welding process for laser spot welding. A program has been
developed to control the XY table. The performance of the XY
table for linear and circular interpolation was analyzed. A user
interface was also developed to read CAD data file and transform
it into XY movement. The user interface is developed using
Visual Basic for manual and automatic positioning.
Keywords - Automation, Control Systems, Motion Control

I. INTRODUCTION

The most common type of robots used is a gantry robot. A
gantry robot is also known as a Cartesian coordinate robot or
X-Y-Z robots. A gantry robot is generally an automatically
controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator
programmable in three axes. It consists of a tool axis and work
piece table. The tool axis is more often to be programmed
with the height adjustable with respect to the shape of the
work piece. The work piece table is normally known as an XY
table which has two axes. It moves in specified direction and
distance.
An XY table is needed for a laser welding system. The
system consists of an Nd:YAG laser generator, programmer
control panel with a RS232 link, a flexible fibre optic for laser
delivery, and a focus head. In order to automate the welding
process, there is a need for a system to position the focus head.
An XY table linked with a programmable controller is
proposed.

The objective of this research is to develop a user interface
for programming the motion of an XY table. The scope of
work is the controller can be accessible via Visual Basic
commands. A user interface will be developed to allow user to
program Point-To-Point and circular movement without
having to write the program. A path has to be generated from
CAD data to be transformed into linear axes movement
Until recently, scientist and engineer controlled motion
systems using PLCs. These system were reliable but difficult
to program and generally limited in performance. The PC
based approach is more flexible and provide better
performance. Controller or control board is a brain that directs
all movement. Before selecting the necessary controller, one
must know the required task and features. Motion controllers
range from low end to high end. Low-end motion controllers
are normally simple. It consists of motion of motor from one
position to another, less expensive and does not have many
features . High-end controllers work better for more involved
applications because this type offers their own set of special
features. This type can provide different ranges of motion
profiles, such as linear interpolation and contouring.
There are two fundamental motion tasks, which are used in
modern mechanical system [l]:1) Point-to-point (PTP) movement for moving from one
position point to another (positioning)
2) Continuos-Path (CP) movement for moving along a
prescribed position trajectory (tracking)
The structure of programming and control can be divided
into two parts [3] which are:1) Basic operation
2) Advance operation ofXY positioning mechanism
Basic operation design includes USER, READ, and
DRAW while advanced operation includes utilizing the
webcam for image acquisition.
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On the other hand, the problem with speed and pos1t10n
control using embedded controllers has been studied by Chiu
H.Choi [10]. Common approach for solving the speed and
position control problems is to use compensators such as
proportional controllers, proportional-derivative controllers,
proportional-integral controllers, and PID controllers. In his
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Fig. 2. User Interface for motion control

encoder and the programming software. Generally, the
design for one axis is shown as Figure 1.

research, the compensators are applied as C programs
running on an embedded processor.
II. METHODOLOGY

Controlle

The aim of this research is where a user interface for
controlling the motion of XY table will be developed which
consists of manual and automatic positioning from CAD
data file at the end of this research.
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Firstly, the design of XY table is studied and identified in
term of its mechanical structure. After that, the motion
controller for XY table is studied and prepared. The
preparation of motion controller depends on the
specification of motor used. A motion controller is used to
positioning the tool by controlling the servo motor of the
X-axis and Y-axis. The motion is developed by using
Visual Basic commands. By using the interface, the path
for CAD data will be generated to provide non-written
programming to place the tool at the target position.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of motion control system
Figure I shows the input is the data from the user in term of
CAD data file or manual positioning. The data is analyzed
by controller. The controller is a motion control card
consists of functions specifically for motion such as linear
and circular interpolation movement. The programming
software is Visual Basic where will translate and send the
signal in pulse width modulation (PWM) to the servomotor
driver. With specified gain, the -signal is sent to the
servomotor to run the application. During the operation, the
encoder gives feedback on the position of the XY axes.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF MOTION CONTROLLER
USER INTERFACE

The user interface provides the user to key in values for
motion control in two ways which are manual or automatic
positioning. Figure 2 shows the user interface developed
for motion control of XY table. Figure 3 illustrates the
control flow of the user interface system .

For the XY table section, the movement of the axes is
controlled by a motion controller card that is slotted inside
the computer CPU. The card could be programmed with
programming language to drive pulse train input servo
motors via pulse generator into desired motion profile. The
card has sensor/encoder inputs.
The motion control of XY table consists of AC
servomotor, servomotor driver, motion controller card,
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A user will key in the values or uploading the CAD files
for positioning in linear or circular interpolation. The
position of the XY axis that has to be entered is in pulses.
Therefore, for manual positioning such as point-to-point
positioning, the distances from original position have to be
multiplied by 200 pulses/mm. This is due to the resolution
of encoder (1000 pulses) and the resolution of gear
mechanism (5 mm/ revolution).
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Fig. 6. Position ofX Axis (increment vs time)
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For automatic positioning, the user is required to upload
the CAD drawing from file/document folder. Figure 4
shows the steps to be followed to upload the file.
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Fig. 8. Acceleration ofX Axis (increment/s 2 vs time)
For X axis trajectory generation, the position started
from zero and ended at 100 mm. However in between
times, t is 0 s to 1 s and time, t is 5s to 6s, there is a
nonlinear graphs. This happens where the axis is started to
accelerate at 0.1 mm/s2 to re-ach a constant speed at 22.5
mm/s. When the axis towards the end, it started to
decelerate at 0.2 mm/s2 until it stops at time, tis 6s.

Fig, 4. Uploading File Procedure by User

IV. RESPONSE OF THE XY TABLE
Figure 5 to Figure 8 shows the position, speed and
acceleration ofX axis for linear interpolation.

Y Axis trajectory generation for Linear Interpolation

line_xy

Figure 9 to 10 shows the position, speed and
acceleration ofY axis for linear interpolation.
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Fig. 5. XY positioning for Linear Interpolation
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According to the Figure 11 shows above, the circular
interpolation involves two axes. The axis 0 which is X axis
moved positively from 0 mm to 100 mm and bak to Omm
again. In contrast, the axis l which is Y axis moved first in
negative direction and after that positive direction and back
to negative direction. The position movement by Y axis is
from 0 mm and back to 0 mm.
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X Axis trajectory curve for Circular interpolation
Fig. 9. Position ofY Axis (increment vs time)
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Fig. 13. Speed ofX Axis (increment per sec vs time)

For Y axis trajectory generation, the position started
from zero and ended at 50 mm. According to figure shows
above in between time, t is 0 s to 1 s and time, t is 5s to 6s,
and there are nonlinear graphs. This is because the axis is
started to accelerate at 0.1 mm/s 2 to reach a constant speed
at 22.5 mrn/s. When the axis towards the end, it started to
decelerate at 0.2 mm/s2 until it stops at time, t is 6s.
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Figure 12 to 14 shows the pos1t10n, speed and
acceleration of X axis for linear interpolation as shown in
Figure 1 l.

time (s)

Fig. 14. Acceleration ofX.Axis (increment per sec2 vs
time)

~~~~~~~~~~-

For X axis trajectory generation, the position started
from zero and ended at 0 mm. At first, the axis moved
positively to 100 mm and decelerated parabolically where
it started from about 33mm/s2 to -l 2rnrn/s 2 . At time, t = 6s,
the axis started to turn to negative direction to reach 0 mm
at the end. Thus, the axis has accelerated parabolically from
about -12 mm/s 2 to 33 mm/s 2 • The speed of axis is not
constant where it started at -21 mm/s and increased until 28
mis at time, t = 3s where the position is near 50 mm. It
turns to decrease until -28 mis at time, t = 10s where the
position is 20 mm. After that, it increases until the axis stop
at position Omm.

axis1

Fig. 11. XY positioning for Circular Interpolation
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y Axis trajectory curve for Circular interpolation

stops. This is graphically shown at the acceleration graph
where at those times, the acceleration is Omm/s 2 where the
axis starts to change the position and speed direction.

figure 15 to 17 shows the position, speed and
acceleration of X axis for linear interpolation.

V. CONCLUSION
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As a conclusion for this project, a user interface has
been developed using Visual Basic commands for
controlling the XY table motion. The motion of the XY
table can be operated by using the user interface without
having to write a programming such as G code, CNC
programming and etc. The user interface consists of
manual and automatic positioning. A manual positioning
provides an interface for user to key in values for XY table
to operate. An automatic positioning provides an interface
for user to upload a CAD drawing in DXF file format for
XY table positioning.
Both manual and automatic
positioning can perform linear and circular interpolation. A
path has been generated to transform CAD data into linear
axis movement. The user interface can extract the CAD
drawing in term of DXF file format to be programmed by
controller card function to move the axes following the user
requirement.
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